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How do we increase 
global food quantity 
and quality to feed  
nine billion people 
by 2050?

Improving access to 
technology and 
digitization in the 
agricultural sector 
can catalyse 
sustainable 
agricultural 
systems.

The agriculture sector 

needs to get smarter. 

It needs to get digital.



CGIAR’s Big Data Platform for 

Agriculture wants to harness Big 

Data, machine learning, and AI 

to turn data into insight.

How do we ensure smart, effective use of data?



Organize for FAIR       

and open data,  

analytics, and 

capacity

Convene novel 

partnerships and 

shared learning 

Inspire with 

examples and 

innovations that 

enhance  impact



Avoids unnecessary duplication in data collection

Enhances “data to insight” ability and options to address multi-
faceted challenges with potential for increased impact

Increases research visibility; demonstrates relevance via reuse

Provides important resources for education and training

Facilitates open science and accelerates innovation through ML, AI

Meets requirements of donors, journals, socio-political 
environment (e.g. donor Open Data policies) 

Results in cost saving

Facilitates core mission; RoI

Enhances reputation and potential 
for more investment

Provides potential for data science-
driven transformation of ag R4D

Complies with policies, G8, G20, 
country++ Open Data initiatives 

Democratizes access to knowledge; 
enhances capacity, self-sufficiency

Why make data Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable (FAIR)?



What is the value of FAIR data?



(http://gardian.bigdata.cgiar.org)

nutrition women













How do I make my data FAIR?



Make your data:

Findable: persistent identifier; rich metadata; good documentation





Make your data:

Findable: persistent identifier; rich metadata; good documentation

Accessible: unrestricted license; access to metadata and physical files

Interoperable:  speak the same language across information resources        
(use metadata, controlled vocabularies/ ontologies)

Reusable:  composite of the other dimensions:  R = (F+A+I)/3

FAIR guidelines available at: https://gardian.bigdata.cgiar.org/metrics.php#!/

https://gardian.bigdata.cgiar.org/metrics.php#!/






Semantic interoperability: ascribe meaning to and automatically interpret data 
(ontologies, common vocabularies, etc) 

Syntactic interoperability: machines communicate and exchange data

Interoperability



Interoperability – Ontologies



Interoperability – Controlled vocabularies



Linking Open Data cloud diagram 2017, by Andrejs Abele, John P. McCrae, Paul Buitelaar, Anja Jentzsch 
and Richard Cyganiak. http://lod-cloud.net/

Interoperability –
Linked Open Data



What might linked data look like, up close? 
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Leveraging reusable data







Using GARDIAN to understand variation in crop response to fertilizer 
across Sub-Saharan Africa

C. Bonilla et al., UC Davis, 2019





 Collect data digitally
 Add metadata use a standard schema: WHO? WHEN? WHAT? HOW? WHERE??
 Georeference data at collection – keeping privacy/ethics in mind

* i.e. “blur” data subject locations when they may be at risk

 Add abstract, rich summaries/descriptions
 Annotate resource with ontology terms
 Describe data variables with ontology terms 
 Add an unrestricted use, machine-readable license to the resource 
 Upload data to a public repository that allows itself to be searched/ harvested



Thank you!

bigdata.cgiar.org

Questions? 

Please contact Medha Devare (IFPRI Sr. Research Fellow and Module 

Lead) m.devare@cgiar.org

OR, come to the Open Data Drop-In breakfast session tomorrow                         

(Evolve Room)

Thank you!

mailto:m.devare@cgiar.org

